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For Immediate Release
INNOVATIVE MEDICAL DEVICE PACKAGING DESIGN ELIMINATES
ADDITIONAL CATHETER & GUIDEWIRE PACKAGING ENTIRELY
CleanCut Technologies’ Dual Hoop Catheter DISK retains multiple catheters in just one convenient system

ANAHEIM, Calif. (March 28, 2017) -- Medical device manufacturers looking to eliminate additional
catheter and guidewire packaging have recognized the Dual Hoop Catheter DISK, by CleanCut
Technologies, as the ideal medical device packaging solution. The company’s award-winning DISK,
a clipless catheter and guidewire dispenser bonded to a HDPE backer card, has been enhanced
further by adding a second clipless dispenser to the backer card to retain different size catheter
wires. This entirely new packaging solution of distributing different size catheters in an all-in-one
system reduces packaging material, and cost, while requiring less shelf space.
The Dual Hoop Catheter DISK was reviewed during HealthPack‘s annual “Voice of the Customer –
Nurses & Technicians” panel held March 8, 2017 in Denver, Colorado. The panelists were impressed
with the fact that the DISK retains multiple catheters and procedural components in one package
and said “it is easy to remove the devices from the card”. A few of the nurses and technicians
demonstrated the “dumping” technique in which packages are opened and the contents are
dropped into the sterile field, versus being handed to another professional. The DISK scored high
marks in this area as well, as stated by one nurse “It is better that it doesn’t jump off the table.”
The Dual Hoop Catheter DISK meets the Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive (94/62/EC and
2004/12/EC) for limiting packaging weight and volume, while meeting green initiatives for the
utilization of recyclable packaging materials.
Free samples of the Dual Hoop Catheter DISK may obtained by contacting CleanCut Technologies at
info@cleancuttek.com or calling 714-864-3500.
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